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Get our free
Tsiyon Road app!

Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

"The Writing is on the Wall" is a reference to the incident in Daniel 5. When we say this
phrase we mean there are signs of an unstoppable change ahead. That's exactly where we
are right now. Sign up as a Tsiyon Partner at tsiyon.net to see this live video presentation
from the book of Daniel.

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

80 79 Months
Take action today!

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Read Genesis 24
Study Marriage Made in Heaven
Listen to Yeshua Son of David
Attend the Sabbath meeting.
Learning Hebrew
Download Remnant Exodus Cards to hand out & invite others.
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Need access to the programs for Eliyahu's weekly Action Points? No problem. Sign up as a Jubilee Partner using the "Jubilee Partner" button at the
bottom of the page, once logged into Tsiyon.net
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.
New Streaming Options of our Live Stream!
Recently we have upgraded our streaming system for our live stream at Tsiyon Tabernacle. You can now watch the stream in one
of four settings: Auto, High Quality, Low Quality, and Audio Only. Find the selection by hovering over the HD symbol on the
playback bar. Selecting Auto will allow your computer to choose the setting. High Quality brings a wonderful audio and picture
quality but also requires a high speed Internet connection. If your Internet struggles to stream the video, try the low quality stream
for the best viewing experience.
Faster Downloads for More Devices: Tsiyon Tabernacle recently received new updates. These updates focus on increasing the
speed for MP3 and other media file downloads. The updates also provide better support for a wider variety of devices. This is
cloud based so it decreases loading time anywhere on the globe. Want to test this for yourself? Log in at Tsiyon.net and join the
Torah Club for Midrash archive access or the Talmidim program for both Midrash and On the Road To Tsiyon access. Click the "Sign Me Up Now"
link at the bottom of any page to join. Or visit our membership options page for more choices (the link is http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ )

From Eliyahu
Greetings Friends,
"The Writing is on the Wall" for this world. All around us we see signs of immense change.
One example of that is the political revolution going on in America this
year especially characterized by the presidential run of Bernie Sanders, and
also, by Donald Trump. Sanders is an admitted socialist. Socialism has long
been understood as nothing less than "communism-light." In fact, Sanders is
endorsed by the Communist Party. They seem to love the guy. There was a
time when this socialist label was shunned by Americans, but clearly, times
have changed. He is drawing massive crowds of young activists to his
openly socialist rallies. Sanders will likely lose the nomination to the
Hillary Clinton machine. However, the swelling of the ranks of the far-left
in America with droves of young people is a message written on the wall of
America's future. This is part of the wave that will eventually lead to one-world government.
On the other hand, Donald Trump mostly represents Americans who have seen too much to be taken in by the Big Government promises of socialism.
They are angry that everything they care about in America is being neglected and even undermined and destroyed by the Washington establishment
lapdogs of the elite. They want a return to sanity and prosperity and they don't want slavery to political correctness anymore. They desperately want to
turn back the clock to the values they see as having made America great to start with. They want to stop the madness now, and Donald Trump is the
man they are pinning their hopes on to do it.
Wow, are they going to be angry when the elite either stop, convert or kill Donald Trump.
One of these will happen, because the future has already been decided, and while there are still many who are opposed to it, the plan is for a socialist
world government that will serve the interests of the global elite. Further, the Book of Revelation includes this among the things that "must happen" so while opposition to it will continue to arise, nothing can stop the Word from being fulfilled.
Yes, this is a "writing is on the wall" moment, which makes it a great time to consider Daniel Chapter Five. That's tonight, on our live stream.
Blessing and Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
Tsiyon.net
PS - Another sign of change is the article below.
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****************************************
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.

****************************************

Putin to Assad, Tehran: You want to carry on fighting? Count
me out
Reprint: DEBKAfile Special Report March 14, 2016

A deep rift with Tehran over the continuation of the
Syrian war and an irreconcilable spat with Syrian ruler
Bashar Assad over his future prompted Russian
President Vladimir’s shock order Monday, March 14,
for the “main part” of Russian military forces to quit
Syria the next morning. This is reported by debkafile’s
military and intelligence sources.
The final limits of the military withdrawal, five months
after the Moscow embarked on its intervention, were not
defined. But the Kremlin did say that Moscow would
retain a military presence at the naval port of Tartous
and the Hmeymim airbase outside Latakia. This left the bulk of Russian military aerial and naval presence in situ; Putin is unlikely to give up this
strong foothold in the Eastern Mediterranean.
The Russian president did not fix a timeline for the military withdrawal – only its start. Neither did he promise to discontinue all military operations in
Syria.
He did say only that “The task put before the defense ministry and Russian armed forces has on the whole been fulfilled” and he spoke of a
“fundamental turnaround in the fight against international terrorism.”
A sign of where Moscow as heading now was disclosed by his order to the Russian foreign Minister to “Intensify our participation in a peaceful
solution of the Syrian conflict”
This was a reference to the UN-brokered talks resuming in Geneva Tuesday, March 15, between the warring sides of the Syrian conflict.
debkafile’s intelligence circles noted that, after Putin’s bolt from the blue, Russian warships in the Caspian and Mediterranean Seas remain ready to
interfere in the fighting from a distance, if the Assad regime’s situation deteriorates. They saw an omen of Moscow’s impending military exit in last
month’s massive delivery to the Syrian army of advanced T-90 tanks and heavy self-propelled artillery.
Western sources viewed the shipments as further Russian investment in high-stakes Syrian military victories in the battles for Aleppo in the north and
Deraa in the south.
But this assumption was negated by the Kremlin announcement Monday. The tanks and artillery were, in fact, provided to enable Syria and its Iranian
ally to carry on fighting without Russian support.
The rift between Moscow and Tehran over the Syrian war came to a head on Feb. 19 during Iranian Defense Minister Gen. Hossein Dehghan’s visit to
Moscow. The Iranian minister presented his government’s demand for Russia to back away from its deal with the US for a Syrian ceasefire.
Tehran wants the war to continue without pause. After walking hand in hand with Moscow in the Syrian arena for a time, the Iranians were aghast to
find Putin turning aside and entering into collaboration with the Obama administration for an end to hostilities and a political solution to the conflict.
As for Assad, he has no intention of playing along with Putin’s plans for him to step down and hand over rule in Damascus in stages. Assad does not
mean to quit at any time.
The Russian president may have acted now because he was simply fed up with the interminable bickering with his two allies, which was going
nowhere except for the continuation of the calamitous five-year war. He therefore presented them with a tough fait accompli. If you want to carry on
fighting, fine; but count the Russian army out of it.

****************************************
Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set Now Available!
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We presented this Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Seminar live over 8 days of Succot 2015. It is a major video presentation which explains what is going
on in the world around us right now from the standpoint of the Book of Daniel - and it forecasts where we are going. Viewers have called it
"incredible" and "amazing".
The Beasts of Daniel Surfacing seminar is now available in this professional level production in a huge 8 DVD set. See the entire seminar, with extra
content, optimized and enhanced for viewing using your DVD player, right on your TV! This will allow you to see many of the details you may have
missed when watching the live presentation on your computer or mobile device. Present the seminar to friends and neighbors in your own home using
this 8 DVD set!
Receive your Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set packaged in its own shrink-wrapped 8 DVD case with full color cover as shown. Suggested
Donation for Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set: $68 US or more, plus shipping and handling. Orders may be sent to address at bottom of this
Newsletter. Get yours today!

Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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